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Agenda
 Introduction to Engaged Team

Performance (ETP)

‒ ETP vision and key concepts
‒ The 8-step ETP process

 The ETP Journey in the Principal

Financial Group’s Life Insurance
Administration team

‒ 2006: Process improvement
‒ 2007-2009: Sustained measurement
‒ 2010: Performance improvement

 Plan the Path Forward
‒ Recap: Deploying ETP by the steps
‒ Q&A
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A Vision for Value: ETPʼs Impacts
The Impact of Engaged Team Performance:

 Net customer satisfaction improved: 10-40%
 Labor efficiency/capacity improved: 10-50%
 Cycle time reduced: up to 90%
 Cost savings: $ millions
 But an engaged team…

________________!
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Priceless…!
During a tour in 2008, a leader explained how ETP feels:
	


“Well, you might think this is a bad thing, but I spend a half-hour every
morning to make sure the metrics are posted and the team sees them.
We have a team huddle to discuss the current status, yesterday’s
performance, and any special situations.”	

Heads nodded. One person commented, “Yeah, we’d never have the
extra time to do that data work.” Just for a moment, I was worried.	

But then the tour guide / leader said, “And after that, I don’t have to do
anything special to make sure the work gets done. I don’t have to check
to make sure people are working. I don’t have to move resources
around. I don’t have to baby-sit anything or anybody. The team takes
care of the work. You know me, and I know what you have to deal with
in your department, because I used to work with you. The difference is
that I spend a half-hour on the metrics and then I get to be proactive all
day. I get to spend the day doing my job, interacting with our
customers and developing people.” 	

Wow. 	
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Roots of Engaged Team Performance
ETP combines critical process and performance concepts!

Lean Six Sigma Process
1950s - 1980s (Toyota)
Late 1980s (Motorola)
Mid 1990s (GE, many others)
The Six Sigma Way (Cavanagh)
Lean Thinking (Womack & Jones)

High Performing Teams

ETP
Today!
Building Engaged Team
Performance
(Starbird & Cavanagh)

Procter & Gamble (1960s)

Managing in the Next Society (Drucker)
Flight of the Buffalo (Belasco & Stayer)
The Great Game of Business (Stack)
Results. Delivered.
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Engaged Team Performance
ETP combines and aligns process and performance
with the customer’s needs to deliver transformational
results:

Customer Needs	


Process 	


Performance	


	


	


Capable Processes
Collaborative Norms
Right Resources
Right Skills
Fluid Organization

R

	


Visual Work	

	

Visible Data	

	

Team Goals	

	

 Individual Standards	

	

Functional Review	
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Proactive Leadership	
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Engaged Team Performance (ETP)
Transformational Change:
ETP is most effective when:

ETP Steps:

•

1.
2.

•

•

A division or departmental
team of people produces a
set of regular outputs for
customers
People who actually
do the work can be
included in the
design process
Leadership is willing to
completely transform
processes, measures, goals,
collaborative norms, work
areas, organization structure

* Results = Quality of Solution x Acceptance

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Commit to Change
Measure and Analyze
the Process
Streamline the Work
Make the Work and
Data Visible
Organize the Team
Set Team Goals
Lead the Transition
Sustain Engaged
Team Performance
Results. Delivered.
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ETP in Life Insurance Administration
 Company: The Principal Financial Group®
 Approach:
‒ 2006: “Streamline Necessary Admin
Processes” (Project SNAP)
‒ 2007-2009: “Sustained Measurement”
‒ 2010: “Engaged Team Performance”
 Actions:
1. 2006 Process Changes: implemented a “Triage Team”
to do straight-through processing of in-good-order (IGO)
work and reduce tracking time for carried-over work
2. 2007-2009 Sustained Measurement: sustained
improvements to drive a culture of process management
3. 2010 Engaged Team Performance: efficiency data, team
goals, and collaborative norms allowed associates to
control their own workflow and work more efficiently
Reduced staffing through attrition by 28%
and reduced cost per unit by 37%.
Results. Delivered.
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1. Process Opportunities (2006)
 Teams were divided based on products, since

two different computer systems were used to
administer life insurance plans

 Each task was “tracked in and out” of a work

tracking system to measure cycle time
‒
‒
‒

Tracking tasks took 30 seconds per task (in and out)
Cycle time goals were set based on LOMA standards
Team members managed individually to the goals

 Work was distributed by “task type” to team

members capable of doing each task

 Leaders were being encouraged to envision

breakthrough productivity changes

Results. Delivered.
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Process Streamlining
 Realized that simpler 3-5 minute tasks were

spending 30 seconds (additional 10-20% work
time!) to be tracked in
‒
‒
‒

“If we do it the first day, we donʼt have to track it in
and out; we just have to track it as done.”
Created a triage team to attempt to do simple tasks
on Day 1
Work had to be tracked in at the end of the day if not
completed

 Created two other teams for higher-complexity

of work

 Reduced staffing through attrition
 Improved service times to LOMA Turnaround

Survey median or better on all
common transactions
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2. Sustained Measurement (2007-2009)
Sustained Measurement: leaders monitor and report
on their departments’ efficiency, effectiveness, and
opportunities to division leadership

 Uses a standard presentation template to create

consistent measures and allow assessment of
operational drivers, costs, and value

 Focuses on identifying opportunities to improve
 Allows senior leaders to assess relative

investment and priorities among different teams

 Generates opportunity lists and priorities for

future process improvement efforts, technology
projects, and other strategic decisions
Results. Delivered.
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3. Performance Opportunities
In 2010, launched an “Engaged Team Performance”
effort for teams performing multi-step transactions.
 Previous work controls drove team members to

“pace themselves”

 Team members had “individual goals” of a

certain number of tasks/day

 Work was distributed “fairly” (evenly) to all when

it arrived

 Team members did work right before it was “due”
 “It was still a group of individuals, not a team!”

Led a time study to understand the
work time to do each type of task.
Results. Delivered.
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Team Example: the “Magic Equation”
Example…
FTE = V x ST
5

[Staff = Volume x Standard Time]
5 hours/day

 Staffing required is a product of:
‒ The Volume of work (e.g., 170 tasks per day)
‒ The Standard Time to do each (11 min per task)
‒ 170 tasks x 11 min/task / 60 min/hr = 31 hrs work/day
 Divided by 5* hours per paid 8-hour day of work
‒ 31 hours/day / 5 hours per person/day = 6.2 FTE
 Then compare to current staffing!
‒ The teamʼs initial staffing was 17 FTE
* Every team may have a different expectation of production hours per day,
considering vacation time, training, mentoring, and other supporting activities
that sustain an organization.
We find that 60-65% of paid time is a good estimate.
Results. Delivered.
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Team Goals and Collaborative Norms
 Time studies measured the “standard time” for

task types and variants of tasks
‒
‒

Self-reported time study from all team members
Also measured other “non-production” tasks

 Primary goal was changed to a TEAM goal:
– “Get all of the work done today!”
‒ Team was sized for just the right production capacity by
temporarily reassigning some team members to
“special projects” outside the team
‒ Work is now centrally distributed rather than individual
 Accomplished cross-training to remove knowledge

barriers to sharing work
 Team and individual performance efficiency is
now based on “time credit” for
work completed, with variants for
complexity of each task
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Workplace Organization
 Team work areas open

with work bins in the
center
‒

‒
‒

Team members have
line of sight to bins to
make available work
visual and obvious
Encourages
communication
Allows all team
members to see
dashboard measures

 Work area is kept clean,

quiet, and organized

 Daily “team huddles” in

center

Results. Delivered.
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Team Daily Status Whiteboard
 Inventory updated as

work is received
throughout the day:
‒
‒

Available: work ready to
be done, with oldest
available date
Pending: work waiting for
customer response

 Flow rates tracked:
‒ New in last 24 hours
‒ Completed last 24 hours
 Staff availability noted,

with other coordination as
needed
Results. Delivered.
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Controls: Team Productivity Trends

In Office = “paid to be in the building” (not on PTO, etc)
Production = “assigned to production work” (not in meetings)
Credit with Non-FT = 10% additional non-production work
Hours Credit = Volume x Standard Time
Results. Delivered.
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Recap: Key Concepts of ETP
ETP aligns processes, measures, goals, norms,
standards, and organization with customer needs.

Engaged
Team

Team
Goals

Visible Work
and Data

Streamlined
Process

Proactive
Leadership

Collaborative Norms
and Individual
Standards

Supporting
Infrastructure,
Organization,
and Information
Systems

Customer Needs
Known, Aligned
to Goals, and Met

Performance!
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ETP: The Eight Steps
1. Commit to change
2. Measure and analyze the process
3. Streamline the work
4. Make the work and data visible
5. Organize the team
6. Set team goals
7. Lead the transition
8. Sustain performance over time!

Results. Delivered.
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Q&A
 Thought-provoking questions for the

session participants:

‒ What are some pros and cons of ETP?
‒ Do you see similar opportunities in your
organization?
‒ How would ETP work (or not work!) in your
organization?
‒ Any place or situation where youʼre not sure
if/how the approach fits?
‒ Anything we missed that you had expected
to discuss?

 Questions for the speakers?

Results. Delivered.
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Contact Information
Lacy Larson
515-247-5389 (office)
larson.lacy@principal.com
Dodd Starbird
303-809-5054 (mobile)
dodd@implementationpartners.com
www.implementationpartners.com
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